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 *as tomreyn: Oh, I could have sworn I used mine for months before you mentioned it, but I guess I used mine for about a year after it was released in 2004 or so tomreyn: So that could've been a better year for mine tomreyn: I'd like to find out if it's normal to have a limited amount of hard drive space as the cloud is filling it up and if I can do something about it. islandmonkey: you should be able to
run "df -h" and see how much space is used on your disks. if there is some space still left you could see which programs use it tomreyn: I think I have a lot of space left and it's filling up can you run "du -sh /" and post the full output? It's filling up. But I'm not sure if I should be worried about it as I might need to use it soon? tomreyn: and the du output? I can take a screenshot if you like. no screenshot
necessary Done !pastebinit | islandmonkey islandmonkey: pastebinit is the command-line equivalent of!pastebin - Command output, or other text can be redirected to pastebinit, which then reports an URL containing the output - To use pastebinit, install the Â« pastebinit Â» package from a package manager - Simple usage: command | pastebinit Wait, which one of these "additional repositories" is the

one you mentioned i meant!pastebinit Sorry, I'll try it !pastebinit pastebinit is the command-line equivalent of!pastebin - Command output, or other text can be redirected to pastebinit, which then reports an URL containing the output - To use pastebinit 82157476af
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